
Purple Line Fact Sheet – May 2, 2017 

***Breaking News:  
Draft Bipartisan Federal Funding Bill Includes $125M for Purple Line 

if FFGA is Signed by October 2017*** 

 The Purple Line has been in some form of planning or development for 30 years 

 21 stations, 16.2 miles; from New Carrollton to Bethesda 

 Connects Red, Green, and Orange Metro lines, all 3 MARC lines, and numerous bus lines- creating 
transit “network effect” and providing reliable east-west transit connection  

 Purple Line Transit Partners was selected as the concessionaire for the Design, Build, Finance, Operate, 
and Maintain (DBFOM) contract in March 2016 

 Project was four days away from signing its $900M Full Funding Grant Agreement (FFGA) when U.S. 
District Judge Richard Leon vacated the Record of Decision (ROD), seeking additional review of the 
impact of Metrorail’s recent ridership reductions on the Purple Line 

 Judge Leon’s ruling to vacate the ROD was a legal overreach, overriding bipartisan elected officials and 
policy experts 

 After granting a motion for reconsideration in part and requesting an updated ridership analysis which 
was submitted by the FTA in December, Judge Leon has failed to issue a ruling on this case for almost 
5 months  

 FTA’s updated analysis found that even accounting for some reductions in WMATA ridership, almost 
67,000 daily riders are estimated by 2040 - and even assuming no transfers from Metro the Purple 
Line’s fundamental strengths would still warrant funding 

 The Purple Line is “shovel ready” and construction would have started last fall if not for the court case 

 The bipartisan Congressional Omnibus FY2017 bill has designated $125 million for the Purple Line if its 
FFGA is signed by October 2017, the end of the current fiscal year 

 Due to what the Washington Post referred to as Judge Leon’s “judicial negligence,” the project may 
lose its federal funding if it does not have a signed FFGA by the end of the fiscal year 

 Cost of delay is approximately $13M a month and the State cannot continue to fund the Purple Line 
indefinitely while waiting for a ruling 

 Maryland had already spent approximately $400 million as of December, and MTA estimates that 
the state is liable for in excess of $250 million more if project is cancelled  

 Concessionaire has secured $500M in private investment 
 Transit Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) are a globally  proven approach for reliable transit delivery; 

this is only the second in the U.S. and more are in the works in an effort to attract private capital 
 Purple Line will be a huge job creator- it is estimated that 6300 direct and indirect jobs will be 

created over the course of construction, and property values will increase along the route by nearly 
$13B 

 2015 Economic Study estimated over 25,000 jobs and $2.2 billion in annual new household income as a 
result of economic growth due to the Purple Line 

 In his inaugural address, the President promised, “We will build new roads, and highways, and bridges, 
and airports, and tunnels, and railways all across our wonderful nation.” 

 If Trump Administration wants to create jobs and spur the economy via infrastructure, killing this PPP 
will send the wrong signal and have a chilling effect on private capital 

Private sector and unions are united in support of this project – see attached letters. 

 


